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INDIA’S OPTIMISM AND HOPE

• At present, India is enjoying noticeable economic growth

• There is fervent expectation that growth will continue into coming

decades

• India hopes that talented young women and men of its institutes

of science, technology, and management will lead the way

• Justifiably so. Alumni of these institutions have admirably

distinguished themselves around the world

• You in the audience constitute India’s brightest, and India’s hope
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NEED FOR REFLECTION

• Monetary prosperity can be misleading

• Monetary currency is subject to human manipulation 

• Ultimately, real economic growth and real wealth are dependent on

the resources of the earth on which we sustain

• From an earth perspective, the notion of continued economic

growth is unrealistic and troubling
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FINITE EARTH AND ITS CONSTRAINTS

• The principal reason for questioning the expectation of economic

growth  is that our earth is a finite, delicately interconnected,

complex natural system

• Real economic growth will require serious perturbation of the fine-

tuned earth system, leading to severe impacts on human habitat

• Our daunting challenge is to adapt to a fine-tuned earth so as to

achieve civilized sustenance
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PURPOSE OF THIS TALK

• My goal today is to give you a glimpse into the science and human

dimensions of earth-based challenges that India faces today

• In particular, I will focus attention on India’s water situation

• Water, the extraordinary natural phenomenon, has science and

human dimensions, both in equal measure

• I will present essential elements of science and human

dimensions, and examine their connectedness
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WHAT I WOULD LIKE FROM YOU

• Today, you will be exposed to ideas that are very different from

what you deal with in the class rom or in the labs

• Yet, these ideas are equally relevant in your education

• I ask that you seriously think about them, allow yourself to be

provoked, and generate discussion

• There are no easy answers.  The future is wide open
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INDIA’S WATER CRISIS

• Water availability in India is less than desirable

• Reports on drying-up of streams, declining groundwater levels,

and water pollution are common in the news media

• Construction of new factories, industrial complexes, and urban

developments stress India’s already stressed  water systems

• Economy drives society at a feverish pace, without pausing to

think if it will run out of water

• The nation lacks a coherent water policy
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SOME EXAMPLES
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• Based satellite-based

gravity measurements

• Virendra Tiwari of NGRI

and coworkers (Aug. 2009)

• 2.7 million sq. kms

• 54 cubic kms. per year

• About 10 cm water level

decline per year
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HOW TO MAKE SENSE OF THIS?

• Two elements: Science and Human nature

• Science: The Hydrological Cycle

• Human Nature: Private property rights and Common good

• As I will show below, both can be understood rationally

• What we need is a will to abide by our rational knowledge

• We are in a state of transition.  We are getting there, slowly
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HYDROLOGICAL CYCLE

• Deceptively simple, profoundly

complex

• Circulation on time-scales of days to

millions of years has gone on for

billions of years, controlling

geological and biological evolution

on earth

• Driven by solar energy, involves

only 0.001% of all water on earth
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FIVE INTER-LINKED COMPONENTS

• Atmosphere (Climate)

• Surface water

• Soil Water

• Groundwater

• Ocean (Climate-ocean coupling)
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE COMPONENTS

• Dynamical systems governed by

Navier-Stokes equation, highly non-linear diffusion-type

equations, thermodynamics of chemical interactions, mass

conservation, and energy conservation 

• System attributes such as temperature, pressure, conductivity,

capacitance, and so on are complicated y scale dependence

• Even with powerful supercomputers, aspects of hydrological cycle

can be explained, but not predicted with certainty; there is more to

the earth than a set of differential equations!
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BUT, IT IS THE ONLY SCIENCE WE HAVE.....

• Over the past two centuries, following the industrial revolution,

humans have become technologically able to noticeably perturb

the delicate interconnections within the hydrological cycle

• The result: degradation of freshwater supplies, habitat destruction,

endangerment of species, global warming and so on

• Because of the physical complexities of hydrological cycle,

technology has no way of conquering it

• For civilized sustenance of humanity, we have to use the only

science we have to adapt to the hydrological cycle
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A WATER BUDGET FOR INDIA

• With an area of 3.28 million km  , India receives an average of 1,1702

mm precipitation annually, for a total of 3.840 km  of water3

• Of this total, 65% goes back to atmosphere as evaporation, and as

transpiration from plants.  This water is unavailable for human use

• All human water needs, and ecological/environmental needs have

to be met from the remaining 35%, amounting to about 1,340 km3

• Experience from around the world suggests that there are

technological and ecological limitations to how much of this 1,340

km  can be diverted for human use3
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SUPPLY AND CONSUMPTION

• In California, for example, about 40% of the 35% is diverted

through extensive systems of dams, aqueducts, and pumping

plants

 

• For India, if we assume an optimistic 50% of the 35%, water

availability is 670 km  per year3

• In comparison, India’s current water use is, reportedly, 630 km3

• These are large and approximate numbers.  But, they help us get

some understanding of India’s water situation
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INDIA’S WATER CRISIS

• Thus, supply is about 670 km  per year, and use is about 630 km3 3

• This suggests that India’s water use is very nearly equal to its

water availability

• And, there are indications that available resources are being

degraded through pollution and overexploitation

• This, in essence, is water India’s crisis

• India desperately needs to manage its finite water resources to

meet the needs of all segments of its society
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WHAT STANDS IN THE WAY

1. Lack of knowledge about water, the natural phenomenon

2. Human aspirations for a better living condition in a world-wide

democratic fervor

3. Water is a source of economic power.  Some believe that water is

a commodity the should be marketed for profit like any other

commodity

4. Amidst these complex interactions, the government is

preoccupied with improving the human condition through rapid

growth; water is given lower priority
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THE ECONOMICS-EARTH CONFRONTATION

• From an earth-science perspective, there are strong reasons to

believe that continued economic growth over several decades

cannot be sustained

• The need to modulate economic aspirations with earth realities is

clouded by diverse political and social issues, and idealogies

• In 1976, a group of distinguished earth scientists of the

International Union of Geological Sciences made the following

observation in a report entitled, “Earth Resources, Time, and Man”
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“Mankind is on the threshold of a transition from a brief interlude of

exponential growth to a much longer period characterized by rates of

change so slow as to be regarded essentially as a period of

nongrowth.  Although the impending period of transition to very low

growth rates poses no insuperable physical or biological difficulties,

those aspects of our current economic and social thinking which are

based on the premise that current rates of growth can be sustained

indefinitely must be revised.  Failing to respond promptly and

rationally to these impending changes could lead to a global

ecological crisis in which human beings will be the main victims.” 

“Earth Resources, Time and Man”, Int. Union of Geol. Sciences

von Engelhardt,  Goguel, Hubbert, Prentice, Price, Trümpy (1976)
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SCIENCE AND MORALITY

• We are struggling to balance science with social morality

• Many ancient civilizations identified morality, law, and dharma with

living according to Nature’s order.  

• But, the ancients believed that Nature’s order was determined by

specific gods, and revealed to privileged humans

• During 6  century B.C., Thales in Greece made a radical shift byth

interpreting Nature’s order differently.  He said that world around

us can be understood through physical laws, independent of gods.

With Aristotle, this view blossomed into what we now call science
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PRIVATE PROPERTY AND PUBLIC PROPERTY

• At that time, law was exclusively concerned with rights of private

ownership of property

• During 6  century A.D., Greek science of reason had a profoundth

influence on Roman Law

• Recognizing that water, air, the sea, the sea coast and so on were

vitally needed for all humans, and that these obeyed immutable

laws of Nature, the Roman jurists did something profound

• They went beyond private property, and balanced it with the

concept of public property
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JUS CIVILE AND JUS GENTIUM

• Accordingly, Civil Law (jus civile) continued to govern private

property rights

• A new law, “Law of all Peoples” (jus gentium) dealt with law

common to all people, regardless of national boundaries

• Over the centuries, jus gentium has endured in Europe and the

Americas in the form of the doctrine of public trust

• Public Trust doctrine continues to play a fundamental role in water

and environmental law in Europe, the United States and many

other countries
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PUBLIC TRUST

• Public Trust holds that water, air, the sea and other natural

elements vital for existence of all humans are owned by the

people, without formal title

• The State holds these resources in trust for the people, and has a

fiduciary responsibility to manage these justly

• The government is accountable to the people

• One example:   In 2000, the European Union issued a Water

Framework Directive, requiring its 27 member nations to formulate

water law conforming to a uniform set of principles
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RELEVANCE TO INDIA

• Science shows that India’s water has to be managed on several

interconnected scales from the Panchayat to the States, and from

day-to-day to decades

• Accordingly, the Nation has to lay down a set of broad principles

that will guide formulate equitable laws, policies, and regulations

at various levels within the country

• Such principles must be founded on a recognition of the physical

laws that govern water and earth systems

• In short, science and policy have to constructively come together
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THE ULTIMATE CHALLENGE

• India’s water problems cannot be solved by technology alone

• Nor can they be solved by policies alone

• What is needed is a moderation of human aspirations with the

realities of Nature’s uncompromising bounds

• Moderation has to be guided by civilized human values

• Formidable challenges lie ahead of balancing rights with social

responsibility, and survival with sacrifice
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MY FINAL MESSAGE ..........

THINK!

•
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